
STAT 110 MIDTERM 2

GROUND RULES:

• Print your name clearly at the top of this page.

• This is a closed-book and closed-notes exam. You can not use external notes of
any kind. You may use a calculator.

• This exam contains two parts:

– Part 1. Multiple Choice. 28 questions, 1 point each (28 points total)

– Part 2. Short Answer. 1 question, 6 points (6 points total).

This exam is worth 34 points.

• Any discussion or inappropriate communication between you and another examinee,
as well as the appearance of any unnecessary material, will result in a very bad
outcome for you (it will be very bad).

• You have 50 minutes to complete this exam.

HONOR PLEDGE FOR THIS EXAM:

After you have finished the exam, please read the following statement and sign your name
below it.

I promise that I did not discuss any aspect of this exam with anyone other than
the instructor, that I neither gave nor received any unauthorized assistance
on this exam, and that the work presented herein is entirely my own.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE. Circle the best answer. Make sure your answer is clearly
marked. Ambiguous responses will be marked wrong.

1. In the language of clinical trials, what is meant by the term equipoise?

(a) The institutional review board delays approving the trial.
(b) Randomization must be used, just as it used more generally in designed experiments.
(c) Patients must be treated equally.
(d) There is genuine uncertainty about what treatment may benefit the patient the most.

2. In class, we talked about the Coke-Pepsi taste test experiment. This is an example of
a matched pairs experiment because

(a) participants are randomly selected from a population.
(b) each participant drinks both Coke and Pepsi.
(c) the margin of error is statistically significant.
(d) All of the above.

3. What was the main controversy in the Duke-Potti example we discussed in class?
Recall that we watched a 60 Minutes clip on this example.

(a) Dr. Potti lobbied the US Congress to fund his medical research, but he instead ille-
gally funneled tax-payer money to his colleagues in North Dakota.
(b) Dr. Potti’s discovery in cancer research was a fraud. He manipulated the data to
make his theory work.
(c) Dr. Potti’s medical experiments did not use blinding. This amplified the Hawthorne
effect, making his experiments lack realism.
(d) Dr. Potti administered cancer treatments to poor people in Africa who had not given
informed consent. This created obvious ethical questions.

4. In class, we looked at the number of students enrolled at USC during the fall semester
(Columbia campus only). Here are data from the last two available years:

Year # Students
2014 32,972
2015 33,724

What is the percentage change from 2014 to 2015?

(a) 0.4% increase
(b) 2.3% increase
(c) 4.6% increase
(d) 7.5% increase
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5. We learned that clinical trials generally have four phases. A randomized, placebo-
controlled, double-blinded, multi-center experiment (usually involving thousands of sub-
jects) usually takes place in what phase?

(a) Phase I
(b) Phase II
(c) Phase III
(d) Phase IV

6. In class, we discussed the Michael LaCour gay-marriage experiment. The article
describing this experiment was published in Science but later was retracted. What
happened?

(a) LaCour was unable to provide other researchers the data to verify his results and
some of the funding sources in the article were made up.
(b) The journal Science accepted the paper by accident. After correcting their mistake,
this caused a media uproar on academic publication bias.
(c) The results were thought to be statistically significant. However, there were serious
sampling errors discovered after the fact.
(d) The research team failed to provide the journal adequate documentation on the in-
stitutional review board deliberations.

7. The following BMI measurements are recorded on the same child during a two-minute
span:

18.9 18.9 18.9 18.9

The instruments used to measure this variable possess

(a) zero random error.
(b) zero reliability but large bias.
(c) zero bias and zero reliability.
(d) large random error and potential bias.

8. In class, we discussed how the number of children “gunned down” has doubled each
year from 1950 to 1994. What was the main point of that discussion?

(a) There is difference between “statistical significance” and “practical significance.”
(b) Not all researchers understand the difference between categorical and quantitative
variables.
(c) Gun violence is becoming a more serious problem in the United States.
(d) Some writers cite numbers that make no sense.
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9. My colleague in the College of Pharmacy wants to see if a mother’s taking anti-
depression (AD) medication during pregnancy can help to determine whether the off-
spring will develop necrotizing enterocolitis. In other words, she wants to know if taking
AD medication has

(a) determinative attainability.
(b) informative reliability.
(c) unbiased ability.
(d) predictive validity.

10. Refer to Question 9. Before my colleague begins collecting data for this study, why
does she need to first seek the approval of an institutional review board (IRB)?

(a) because the study involves accessing government databases
(b) because the study involves human subjects
(c) because she wants the results to be statistically significant
(d) because this is study is not an experiment

11. In class, we talked about the Tuskegee syphilis experiment. What was the
outcome of this experiment?

(a) Researchers could not distinguish lurking variables from the response variable.
(b) The investigators subjected human subjects to unethical medical practices.
(c) The Food and Drug Administration required the experiment to be repeated.
(d) Excessive dropouts delayed the development of an antibiotic for treatment.

12. A professor in the Department of Psychology recruits students to participate in a
study on drink-spiking (the act of purposefully putting a foreign substance in someone’s
drink to sedate them). She informs each student that while she will know the identity
of each study participant, she will not reveal the identity of the participants to anyone
else.

This is an example of

(a) anonymity.
(b) informed consent.
(c) confidentiality.
(d) innumeracy.
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13. When designing an experiment, why can blocking be helpful?

(a) It will produce results that are statistically significant.
(b) It will ensure that dropouts and non-adherers do not bias the results.
(c) It will allow the investigator to compare groups of subjects that are more similar.
(d) All of the above.

14. A student’s calculations show that in the United States there were more suicides in
2010 than there were in 1910. He concludes that Americans were more likely to commit
suicide in 2010 than in 1910. Why is this conclusion not valid?

(a) He did not perform a designed experiment to study this.
(b) The years are too far apart.
(c) The United States population increased substantially from 1910 to 2010.
(d) He is ignoring measurement error.

15. Suppose I administered this exam in two separate rooms at the same time. I randomly
assign each student to one of the two rooms:

• Room 1: Classical music playing in the background

• Room 2: Hard rock music playing in the background.

The student then takes the exam in the room assigned to him/her. What type of ex-
perimental design is this?

(a) matched pairs design
(b) randomized block design
(c) completely randomized design
(d) simple random sampling design

16. Which of the following should we use if we wanted to display the distribution of a
categorical variable?

(a) line graph
(b) pie chart
(c) histogram
(d) stemplot
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17. An advertisement for a new heartburn treatment says that it “reduces heartburn by
300%.” What does this mean?

(a) Those who do not take the treatment will experience 300% more heartburn.
(b) The new treatment will offer more protection against a competing treatment that
only reduces heartburn by 200%.
(c) Those taking the treatment are 300 times less likely to experience heartburn when
compared to those who do not take the treatment.
(d) None of the above.

18. I would like to display visually my credit card balance (in dollars) each month from
January 2000 through September 2016 and how this balance changes from month to
month. Which graph should I use?

(a) histogram
(b) line graph
(c) pie chart
(d) stemplot (with years as stems and months as leaves)

19. What is Dr. Best’s book Damned Lies and Statistics about?

(a) how the government prevents the distribution of alternative medical treatments
(b) how researchers cheat funding agencies and institutional review boards to get their
statistical studies published
(c) how the media distorts the severity of social problems
(d) how teaching statistics in public schools in the US has lessened the importance of
traditional mathematics courses

20. In class, we looked at the distribution of the variable nutrition type from our
often-cited NEC study:

Category Breastmilk Fluids TPN Formula Totals

Count 237 60 265 43 605
Proportion 0.39 0.10 0.44 0.07 1.00

The question “What does this sample of 605 infants say about the larger population of
infants?” is a question dealing with what important area?

(a) blocking
(b) statistical inference
(c) reliability
(d) innumeracy
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21. You are designing an experiment to see whether adding calcium to one’s diet will
reduce the blood pressure of middle-aged men. Preliminary information suggests that
the effect of calcium is different for black men than for white men. Knowing this, you
would probably use a

(a) a systematic random sampling design
(b) a completely randomized design
(c) a block design, with black and white as the blocks
(d) a block design, with calcium and placebo as the blocks

22. A researcher gathers data on 569 college seniors. For each student, the researcher
records the student’s eye color and the student’s weight (in lbs). These measurements
are values of

(a) two categorical variables.
(b) two quantitative variables.
(c) one categorical variable (eye color) and one quantitative variable (weight).
(d) one categorical variable (weight) and one quantitative variable (eye color).

23. In class, we described an experiment to compare the following medical interventions
for individuals with crippling knee pain due to inflammation:

• Group 1: Aggressive (steroid injection into the knee)

• Group 2: Conservative (physical therapy on the knee)

• Group 3: Control (ibuprofin only).

Which experimental technique can not be used in this experiment?

(a) randomization
(b) blocking
(c) replication
(d) blinding

24. What was the point of the FATHERLY FRIENDLY FARMS example we did in
class?

(a) The Hawthorne effect can make the results observed in controlled experiments differ
greatly from real-world implementation.
(b) Displaying distributions of data can reveal patterns that the raw data cannot convey.
(c) Ethical issues can arise even when experimenting on animals.
(d) Measurements can suffer from bias and random error.
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25. The monthly retail sales in US sporting goods and bicycle stores are presented below
from January 2000 through December 2012 (there are 144 observations).
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The variable monthly retail sales is recorded in millions of dollars. Is this variable
quantitative or categorical?

(a) quantitative
(b) categorical

26. Refer to the figure in Question 25. The pattern in the monthly sales seems to repeat
itself each year over time. What do we call this aspect of time series data?

(a) temporal causality
(b) reliable validity
(c) linearity
(d) seasonality
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27. For each of n = 100 healthy dogs, a veterinarian measured the glucose concentra-
tion in the right eye and also in the blood serum. The data shown below are the eye
measurements as a percentage of the blood measurements.

> stem(glucose)

6 | 69

7 | 04

7 | 77789

8 | 00000122222333444

8 | 55555556777788889999

9 | 0000111111112222233333444

9 | 55555666677888889

10 | 001111123

10 | 59

11 | 0

Note: The stems above denote the tens digit and the leaves denote the units digit.

What percentage of dogs have glucose measurements that are larger than or equal to
100?

(a) 3 percent
(b) 5 percent
(c) 12 percent
(d) 59 percent

28. Refer to the figure in Question 27. The shape of this figure is best categorized as

(a) strongly skewed to the right side.
(b) strongly skewed to the left side.
(c) bimodal.
(d) approximately symmetric.
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SHORT ANSWER. Give detailed responses. Please write clearly and legibly.

As part of a public health study, researchers took a simple random sample (SRS) of
n = 500 adult smokers in South Carolina in 2012. For each smoker in the sample,
researchers recorded the number of cigarettes smoked per day. A histogram of the 500
observations is shown below:
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(a) Describe all of the physical characteristics you see in this histogram. I would like for
you to describe four characteristics in particular.
(b) Sketch a graph of what you think the population density curve looks like (please
identify/label it clearly). Describe in words what this curve represents.

Use the next page if you need more space.
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